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One of the things I missed most about my '82 SC was the great big, super-easy to
read VDO tach... And you could index redline at twelve o-clock!

Maybe it is better with white or silver faced gauges, but I don't find the tach on my
996 particularly easy to read at a glance or out of my peripheral vision, so I decided
to add an LED tach/shift light. I had read some good things about the Ecliptech Shifti progressive shift indicator, so I decided to give one a try. $183 shipped...
Got some time to install it today, so far very happy! I decided to mount it on the
stationary part of the steering console.

It comes in two versions, flat base or curved base. I ordered the curved base. As it
turns out, the flat base might have been a bit easier to install in the spot I finally
selected... No worries, I cut a small piece of Kydex and got out the heat gun to make
a bracket for my curved shift light. I also used some friction tape to bundle the Shift-i
wires into a harness. Closest stuff I've found to what Porsche uses for their
harnesses.

Wiring is pretty easy. The Shift-i has three wires it needs connected. Switched power
(red), ground (black), and a tach signal (blue). I had seen a couple of other

installation notes describing taking apart the instrument panel and/or the center
console to get power and ground and route the wires... All completely
unnecessary.
Porsche's manufacturer-specific additions to the OBDii connector wiring have
everything you need. The pins we will use are not required or used by OBDii, but
manufacturer specific, so don't expect them to be on all other OBDii connectors.
Fortunately Porsche has exactly the right wiring on their OBD connector. You can
get easier access to the connector by removing the torx screws holding it in place.

•

•
•

Pin 1(black/red) is switched power. Don't confuse it with Pin 16 (red/black)
which is battery, always hot. The power rating on pin 1 is 5A. Shift-i doesn't
rate the power consumption of their device, but a few LED's and a very small
logic board, probably 500mA max. Connect this to the red Shift-i wire.
Pin 4 (brown) is chassis ground. Don't confuse it with Pin 5 which is signal
ground for OBDii! Connect this to the black Shift-i wire.
Pin 9 (violet/green) is tach output. Fortunately Porsche provides this for us in
such a convenient place! Connect this to the blue Shift-i wire.

To route the wires, others had described taking apart the instrument panel and
removing some of the ventilation ducting... I opted for a slightly easier approach.
Took a heavy-duty 36" zip tie and fed it up from the bottom. It was pretty easy to
manipulate it out the steering column opening, then I just taped the Shift-i wires to it
and used it as a wire pull.

The Shift-i is highly configurable and has many different modes... The way I currently
have it set, each LED = 1,000 RPMS. My first four LED's are green (1K-4K RPM),
five and six are yellow (which comes on at 5K and 6K RPM, and at 7K RPM, just
below actual redline, the red LED comes on and the yellow/red flash quickly as a
shift indicator. Again, you can set this up many different ways, but in this config, it
really operates as a full range tach as well as a shift light. I think perfect for my
needs...

